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2020학년도 편입학모집 영어필기고사(오후)

  ※ 배점은 각 문항 끝 괄호 안에 표시되어 있음. 

[1-6] Choose the best answer to complete each question.

1. The neighboring countries cooperated to build a huge bridge 

that would ______ the broad river that divieded the two 

nations. (2)

① spin

② span 

③ spat

④ spote 

2. When we consider history from the ______ of women, we begin 

to appreciate the injustices they have endured throughout the 

ages. (2)

① externality

② territory

③ perspective

④ colony

3. Many people ______ the consequences of high blood pressure, 

but family physicians stress that hypertension is a dangerous 

condition if left untreated. (3)

① apprehend

② assess

③ measure

④ underestimate

4. The ancient Egyptians attempted the ______ of a wide range of 

animals, including even the hyena. (2)

① domestication   

② subjugation

③ amplification

④ improvization

5. Even though it was only a small glass of juice, the nutrition 

drink claimed to include an amount of vitamins and minerals 

______ to that found in a full day’s worth of fruits and 

vegetables. (2)

① separate

② equivalent

③ permanent

④ impressive

6. The teacher assigned the ______ book as required reading over 

the weekend, hoping that it would promote discussion on 

Monday morning. (3) 

① mundane 

② repetitive

③ boring

④ provocative

[7-10] Choose the one which is closest in meaning to the 

underlined part.

7. I’m sorry but those items are temporarily out of stock. (2)

① unavailable                      

② overpriced

③ not for sale                        

④ the wrong size

8. We see a solid vault of apartment houses around the fragile-  

seeming home. (2)

① grotesque                          

② refined          

③ frail                                

④ formidable

9. He was slow and fastidious in composition, and the poem 

suffered from overelaboration. (3)

① meticulous

② perfect   

③ tenacious   

④ fractious 

10. The locusts showed more gregariousness when the level of 

serotonin increased in their central nervous systems. (3)

① sensitiveness

② robustness    

③ greediness  

④ sociableness

[11-21] Choose the best answer to complete each question.

11. The court viewed these documents as state secrets whose 

unauthorized release could ______ treason. (3)

① constitute   

② abnegate 

③ broach   

④ exempt 

12. There was nothing ______ about his philosophical thinking; in 

fact, it was quite shallow. (3)

① slavish

② vociferous  

③ nepotistic   

④ profound
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13. In the past, only a ______ percentage of high school 

graduates wanted to go to college. (2) 

① less                            

② small   

③ some                          

④ little   

14. Since she didn't get the salary increase that she expected, 

Laura submitted her letter of _______ yesterday. (2)

① resign                        

② resigning

③ resignment                   

④ resignation  

15. The only car available was a red Fiat ― ______. (3)

① of an Italian car maker

② a car of Italian made

③ an Italian make of car

④ a make of Italian car

16. These differences between two photographs ______ with the 

help of Photoshop. (3)

① should remove

② must have removed

③ could have been removed

④ were able to remove

17. Canada, ______ I spent most of my childhood, is a country of 

vast plains and heavy forested areas. (2)

① whom

② that

③ in which

④ what

18. If astronauts went to Mars, they ______ within a given time 

period. (2)

① would have return

② would have to return 

③ will have return

④ will have to return

19. The magician must begin the long process ______ at clubs 

and parties until an agent who can foster a career notices 

him. (2)

① work

② of working 

③ to work

④ to working

20.  ______ foundations and pet-food companies are helping 

finance studies on animal rights,  human-animal clinical 

research still struggles to attract the funding its supporters 

feel it deserves. (3)

① If

② Therefore

③ Although

④ Because

21. ______ online is not so very different from ______ offline. (2)

 ① To be in ㅡ be in

 ② Being in ㅡ being in 

 ③ Be in ㅡ be in

 ④ Being ㅡ being 

[22-24] Choose the one that would not be accepted in standard 

written English among the underlined.

22. ①Having invented in China in the year 106, paper was 

manufactured in Baghdad and ②later in Spain four hundred 

③years before the first English paper mill ④was founded. (3)

23. As demand increases, companies which ①previously   

produced only a large, luxury speaker  ②is compelled  ③to 

make a ④smaller model in order to compete in the market. 

(3)

24. You should ①always remember ②pointing out the existence 

of ③a trade-off when your opponent mentions the merits or 

④demerits of a particular proposition. (3)

[25-34] Read the following passages and choose the best 

answers to the questions. 

[25] Tea had a reputation for being both safe and almost 

always beneficial. However, scientists are now suggesting that 

tea may not be as safe as we had previously believed. Tea 

contains caffeine, and caffeine has been linked to sleeplessness 

and to the unpleasant jumpy feeling some people get when 

stressed. More seriously, there is a link between miscarriages, 

and pregnant women are advised to reduce their intake of tea 

until after their baby is born. Due to its critical side-effects, 

some people who like tea choose to be safer and drink a 

beverage from which the caffeine has been removed, 

decaffeinated tea, but many claim that it simply doesn't taste 

right. The reasonable thing to do is probably moderation; 

continue to enjoy a cup of tea, but don't have too many!

25. According to the passage, why can tea be dangerous? (4)

① It reduces miscarriages if it is drunk too much by a   

pregnant woman.

② It makes all drinkers nervous and unable to sleep.

③ It may bring about many illnesses that cannot be cured 

easily.

④ It may cause losing your baby before he/she is born.
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[26-28] Some Apple Card customers say the credit card 

issuer, Goldman Sachs, is giving women far lower credit 

limits, even if they share assets and accounts with their 

spouse. But it's impossible to know if the Apple Card ㅡ or 

any other credit card ㅡ discriminates against women, 

because creditworthiness algorithms are notoriously opaque. 

"It's such a mystery we are seeing," said Sara Rathner, travel 

and credit card expert at NerdWallet. "Because we don't 

know exactly what those algorithms are looking for, it can 

be hard to say if there might be some bias built into 

them."  The New York Department of Financial Services is 

looking into the allegations of gender discrimination against 

users of the Apple Card. The allegations blew up on Twitter 

after entrepreneur David Heinmeier Hansson wrote that 

Apple Card offered him 20 times the credit limit as his wife, 

although they have shared assets and she has a higher 

credit score. It's common practice for credit card issuers to 

use algorithms when they're making lending decisions, but 

there's very little ______(A)______ .

26. Which of the following best fits in the parenthesis (A)? (4)

① credibility                             

② transparency   

③ accuracy                              

④ predictability

27. According to the passage, which of the following 

statements is correct? (4)

① Generally, credit card issuers discriminate against women 

because they do not share assets and accounts with their 

spouse.

② The allegations of gender discrimination against users of the 

Apple Card are under investigation by the entrepreneur 

David Hansson.

③ Usually credit card issuers are giving men higher credit 

limits although they share all assets and accounts with their 

spouse.   

④ It's common practice for credit card issuers to use 

algorithms which are programmed to discriminate against 

women.   

28. Which of the following can be inferred from the passage? 

(4)

① Apple Card can be accused of gender bias.   

② The New York Department of Financial Services blew up on 

twitter on the allegations of gender discrimination against 

users of the Apple Card.

③ Apple Card issuers will share their algorithms with other 

credit card issuers.   

④ The allegations of gender discrimination against users of the 

Apple Card will be opaque.

[29-31] The American Revolution symbolized the connection 

between the rights of the citizen and the rights of the state. 

The free citizen had a right to govern himself; therefore the 

whole community of the free citizens had a right to govern 

itself. This was not yet modern nationalism. The American 

people did not see themselves as a national group but as a 

community of free men dedicated to a proposition. But 

within two decades, the identification had been made.

   The French Revolution, proclaiming the Rights of Man, 

formed the new style of nation. The levee-en-messe which 

defeated the old dynastic armies of Europe was the first 

expression of total nation unity as the basis of the sovereign 

state. Men and nations had equally the right to 

self-determination. Men could not be free if their national 

community was not.

   The same revolution quickly proved that ___(A)___. The 

nation could become completely unfettered in its dealings 

with other states while enslaving its own citizens. In fact, 

over-glorification of the nation might lead inevitably to the 

extinction of individual rights. The citizen could become just 

a tool of the national will. But in the first explosion of 

revolutionary ardour, the idea of the Rights of Man and of 

the Rights of the Nation went together. And, formally, that 

is ___(B)___ they have remained. 

29. Which of the following best fills in the parenthesis (A)? (4)

① both might be mutually complementary  

② the reverse might be also true

③ both might be completely contradictory

④ the reverse might not be true 

30. Which of the following can be the key words of the 

passage? (4)

① Individualism and nationalism     

② Individual rights and national prosperity

③ Revolution and free citizens       

④ Sovereign states and nationalism

31. Which of the following best fills in the parenthesis (B)? (4)

① where 

② what    

③ which      

④ that 
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[32-33] Severe punishment may generate such anxiety in 

children that they do not learn the lesson the punishment 

was designed to teach. Moreover, as a reaction to 

punishment that they regard as unfair, children may avoid 

punitive parents who therefore will have fewer opportunities 

to teach and guide the child. In addition, parents who use 

physical punishment provide aggressive models. A child who 

is regularly slapped, spanked, shaken, or shouted at may 

learn to use these forms of aggression in interactions with 

peers. 

32. Which of the following statements would the author most 

probably agree with? (4)

① It is sometimes necessary to punish children, but only in 

extreme circumstances. 

② Parents should use other ways to teach their children what 

is right and wrong and not resort to severely punishing 

them. 

③ Parents who punish their children are just showing their 

personal frustrations, which is natural. 

④ Punishing children sends them the valuable message that it 

is not acceptable to use violence to settle disputes. 

33. According to the passage, what is the negative effect of 

severe punishment of children? (4)

① Children develop severe anxiety after they become adults. 

② Children will understand the side effects of severe 

punishment, and this will decrease their use of such 

punishment in the future.

③ Children think it is acceptable to use aggressive forms of 

behavior with their peers.  

④ Children eventually learn that it is not acceptable to use 

aggressive forms of behavior. 

[34] Autism is a brain development disorder that impairs 

social interaction and communication and causes restricted 

and repetitive behavior, all starting before a child is three 

years old. [A] The genetics of autism are complex and it is 

generally unclear which genes are responsible for it. [B] 

Autism affects many parts of the brain but how this occurs 

is also poorly understood. Autism is strongly associated with 

agents that cause birth defects. [C] The number of people 

known to have autism has increased dramatically since the 

1980s. Parents usually notice signs in the first two years of 

their child's life. [D] Early behavioral cognitive intervention 

can help children gain self-care, social and communication 

skills but there is no cure for it. Few children with autism 

live independently after reaching adulthood, but some 

become successful and an autistic culture has developed, 

with some seeking a cure and others believing that autism is 

a condition rather than a disorder.

34. Where should the following sentence be inserted to 

complete the passage? (4)

Other proposed causes, such as childhood vaccines, are 

controversial and the vaccine hypotheses lack convincing 

scientific evidence.

① [A]           ② [B]            ③ [C]           ④ [D]
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